Open Your Business while Improving the Safety of Customers and Employees

Protect and assure customers and employees with the Samsung and CAN-AM contactless temperature screening kiosk and digital signage bundle. The commercial-quality Samsung UHD digital display can be easily configured to inform customers that you’re open and ready for business, with appropriate safeguards in place. You can direct them to the CAN-AM temperature screening kiosk, where they’ll be screened in just seconds, allowing you to reopen your business responsibly.

Temperature Check Point
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Key Features

- Fast, Accurate Touch-free Temperature Reading: The temperature screening kiosk makes real-time temperature screening easy, fully automated, and polite. Screen up to 2400 people per hour with audible alarms, optional email and SMS notification. It’s ideal for use in corporate offices, healthcare facilities, schools, sports venues, hotels, retail stores, and restaurants.
- Live Facial Recognition: The kiosk comes with the ability to use employee facial recognition. It can even process face-with-mask recognition, which is ideal for essential healthcare workers or employees wearing face masks.
- High Traffic Screening and Long Distance: It takes only 50 milliseconds to get the temperature reading at 0.4°F accuracy, supports up to 4 feet distance, allowing ADA compliant deployment in wheelchair.
- Communicate Peace of Mind and Clear Instructions: The UHD Samsung display includes an embedded media player and MagicINFO software, to make it easy to display your messaeg with instructional information, all in your branding.
- Integrates with Turnstiles, Gates and Entry Points: You can maintain security over entrances by integrating with card readers and fingerprint readers (additional integration is required).

Solution Components

The solution combines a temperature screening device and mounting stand with Samsung’s leading commercial displays.

Samsung 4K UHD Commercial Display with 3 Year Warranty

Display Mount

MagicINFO License

Optional Add-on:
- 4K UHD Single or Dual Sided In-Window Display

CAN-AM PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT KIOSK

Mounting Stand: Free Standing or Counter Top

Software Package

Linux embedded firmware, Windows software, and JSON API support

Optional Add-on:
- Automatic hand sanitizing station

Legal Disclaimer: This is not a medical device. Statements regarding this temperature device have not been evaluated by the FDA. This temperature device should not be solely or primarily relied upon to diagnose or exclude disease or health condition. Elevated body temperature in the context of use should be confirmed with secondary evaluation methods.
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